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Intigriti’s services

Secure your assets with our 
community of ethical hackers

Intigriti specializes in crowdsourced cybersecurity 
services that help organizations protect themselves from 
cybercrime and data breaches. Our industry-leading bug 
bounty platform enables companies to tap into our global 

community, who use their unique expertise to find and 
report vulnerabilities in a secure process that protect your 
business.

Hacking community 

Our  community of ethical 
hackers1 discover vulnerabilities 

and improve your security.

Triage support 

All reports are validated by our  
expert triage team2 and  

managed via our platform.

Security certifications

We support your compliance 

requirements and are  ISO 
27001 and SOC 2 certified3.



How it works 
All security programs are including Intigriti’s all-in-one 
services like; onboarding management, customer success 
management, triage, community management, and our 
interactive SaaS platform. Whether you are launching a VDP, 
Bug Bounty, or Hybrid Pentest, setting up a crowdsourced 
security program with Intigriti is simple: 

Choose your program type 
Our customer success team is on hand to help 
you determine which program is best for you.

Boost your cybersecurity  
Once your program is launched, you will start 
to receive validated vulnerability reports 
from our ethical hacking community. 

Optimize your program

We help you optimize or modify your VDP, 
Bug Bounty program, and Hybrid Pentest for  
long-term success.

Start your journey  
You call the shots by setting the terms 
of engagement and whether your bounty 
program is public or private. 
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Intigriti’s services

1. Bug Bounty / VDP 
A bug bounty program allows ethical hackers to test your 
company’s web applications, enterprise infrastructure, 
and other digital assets for security vulnerabilities for a 
financial reward.  

A vulnerability disclosure program (VDP) is similar to a 
bug bounty but without a cash incentive for cybersecurity 
researchers. With no financial rewards to pay, VDPs can 
be a cost-efficient way of using the power of our ethical 
hackers to discover and fix security vulnerabilities.

More than a bug bounty platform 
Our services can be divided into 3 main categories 

3. Live Hacking Events 
These high-profile events are fast, intensive testing 
periods where assets are picked apart by some of the 
most expert members of our ethical hacking community.  

In addition to their ability to generate immediate results,  
Live Hacking Events create a huge amount of buzz and  
a multitude of PR opportunities. 

 ۳ High-profile events that attract top hacking talent  

 ۳ Vibrant atmosphere where companies and hackers  

can have fun  

 ۳ Intensive hacking in a short period of time  

 ۳ Generate buzz while finding bugs

Want to know more? 
Scan QR code or go to  
go.intigriti.com/bug-bounty

Want to know more? 
Scan QR code or go to  
go.intigriti.com/hacking-events

2. Hybrid Pentest 
Hybrid Pentesting uses a cost-efficient and scalable 
‘Penetration Testing as a Service’ model that allows 
you to access the expert skills of our ethical hacking 
community. 

 ۳ Time-boxed penetration test with your desired methodology 

 ۳ Short lead time ideal for working to a tight deadline 

 ۳ Simple to set up with real time updates through our platform

 ۳ Pay-for-value and triage like bug bounty

 ۳ Collaborate in a private or public setting
Want to know more? 
Scan QR code or go to  
go.intigriti.com/hybrid-pentesting

go.intigriti.com/bug-bounty
go.intigriti.com/hacking-events
go.intigriti.com/hybrid-pentesting


Intigriti’s services

About Intigriti 

Agile security testing, powered by
the crowd

Intigriti’s bug bounty platform provides continuous, realistic 
security testing to help companies protect their assets and 
their brand. Our community of ethical hackers challenge 
our customers’ security against realistic threats — we test in 
precisely the same way malicious hackers do.

90,000+ researchers
More than 90,000 security researchers use Intigriti 

to hunt for bugs — and we’re growing!

400+ live bug bounty programs
Companies of all sizes, and across multiple industries, 

trust Intigriti to launch their bug bounty program. 

GDPR compliant
We ensure compliance with the highest security 

and data security standards.

Strong European presence 
Intigriti has a strong global presence. In terms of hacker 

pay-outs, the 10 best performing countries are globally 

represented in America, Europe and Asia. In 2021, 

vulnerabilities were submitted from more than 170 

countries.

How vulnerability management 
works on Intigriti 

You’re in good company

TAKE YOUR FIRST STEPS

Request a demo www.intigriti.com/demo

Visit the website www.intigriti.com

Get in touch hello@intigriti.com

A vulnerability reported and fi xed is one less 

opportunity for a cybercriminal to exploit. 

Ready to talk about launching your fi rst bug 

bounty program? We’re here to help you launch 

successfully. 

Speak to our team today.

Information from Q1/2024. We are constantly growing, so please contact 
our sales department or see our website for an accurate number.

Researcher tests and searches 
for a vulnerability

Researcher submits 
a report via Intigriti 

Intigriti’s triage begins communication 
with researcher 

Intigriti’s triage team applies 
quality assurance steps 

In-scope, unique and well-written 
reports are submitted to client 

Client accepts report, and payment 
is automatically processed


